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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Firms which have committed a joint legal offense by colluding on prices face a
risk: that the offense will be detected, and firms prosecutedand fined by authori-
ties. Leniency programs are meant to mitigate the problem that such detection is
typically imperfect and costly: By granting self-reporters a substantial fine reduc-
tion, they aim to entice firms to self-report, thereby reducing prosecution costs and
raising the probability of prosecution, which in turn reduces also the temptation to
commit the offense in the first place.

The functioning of these programs is obvious if the fine reduction is so large
that paying the reduced fine is more attractive to each firm than continuing to face
the risk of being found out. Intuitively though, leniency programs are thought to
introduce also another risk: that one of my partners in crimereports and turns me
in. By this feature, leniency programs may have a bite even insituations where the
risk of independent discovery alone does not make it profitable for a firm to self
report—but the risk of others reporting does.

Theory has had a hard time putting its finger on this preemptive aspect. Essen-
tially, this is because in the standard static full information setting, the equilibrium
concept itself precludes any such strategic uncertainty: In equilibrium, firms are
assumed to perfectly predict each others’ behavior, which means we typically ob-
tain multiple equilibria, including one in which all firms self report, and one in
which no firm does. Thus, not only does the model fail to depicta preemptive
motive, but as a result, we also face the issue of multiple equilibria.

One idea to resolve this and identify preemptive motives more clearly is to
introduce asymmetric information. This idea is pursued in arecent paper byHar-
rington (2013), who argues that if firms obtain private signals on the chance of
being caught, then the resulting uncertainty about others’signals (and consequent
actions) introduces an additional ‘push’ for preemptive application.1

This paper points out a different plausible motive for preemption: symmetric
uncertainty about the future in a dynamically evolving world. Our consideration of
dynamics requires no motivation other than simply observing that if no firm reports
today, and if the offense is not detected by authorities, then firms can always still
report tomorrow. Moreover, it seems likely that fundamentals which affect this de-
cision change over time. In particular, firms’ perceived likelihood of being caught
will evolve as all sorts of relevant information comes in: asoffices are raided, as
a sector inquiry is launched, as customer complaints are filed, as authorities hire
new specialists, as related cartels are busted, etc.

It is obvious that this dynamic extension of the baseline setting can induce be-
havior which conditions on these fundamentals (and therebyon time), particularly

1Marshall et al.(2013) consider a similar informational issue in the context of multi-product
collusion.
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that firms again apply only if the detection rate is high. Perhaps a bit less ob-
viously, this in turn can spur preemptive incentives of the following nature: If I
am worried about the fundamentals moving into a region wherereporting is prof-
itableirrespective of strategic considerations(i.e., I want to report even if the other
doesn’t), then I may actually want to reportbeforewe get into that region, in or-
der to preempt others. Moreover, if the process by which the environment evolves
shows some persistence, then this incentive to preempt can unravel and cause firms
to self report long before the state actually reaches a levelwhere reporting is dom-
inant, which can make leniency programs enormously powerful.

We first illustrate this in a simple two-firmdiscrete-timeframework, in which
we let the likelihood of detection (the ‘state’) follow a trendless random walk.
We highlight the aforedescribed preemptive incentive, andwe derive sufficient
conditions for this incentive to unravel to the point where immediate reporting
is the only equilibrium. Crucial factors are firms’ patience, and how harshly the
leniency program treats firms who fail to be the very first to report (i.e., who report
together with the other firm, or later).

Moreover, the discrete analysis suggests that the incentive to preempt is not
least driven by how coarsely we choose the discrete grid for time and state. To
follow up on this, we next consider the limit case ofcontinuoustime and state.
This limit case vividly illustrates the potential power of leniency programs in a
changing environment: For essentially any leniency award structure and any level
of firms’ patience, the mere possibility, however small, of reaching a state in which
reporting is dominant is enough to make immediate reportingthe only equilibrium.

In terms of policy conclusions and optimal leniency design,our model stresses
the importance of beingrelativelyharsh on latecomers, and that this may in fact be
more crucial than theabsolutedegree of amnesty given. It also shows the impor-
tance of creating an environment which comes as close as possible to a continuous
setting—such as by clearly distinguishing firstcomers fromlatecomers even if the
lag is very small. In terms of modeling, it illustrates that the size of a discrete grid
can be quite crucial in these sorts of models of preemption.

Although our primary aim is a better understanding of the strategic risks cre-
ated by leniency programs, a further motivation comes from an empirical obser-
vation byGärtner and Zhou(2012), which is that leniency applications tend to
be made withsignificant delay, not only relative to the installation or revision of
leniency programs, but also relative to the collapse of the relevant cartel (seeFig-
ure 1). Generally, this hints at the importance of dynamic considerations, and
that retaliation for deviations from collusive behavior may not be the only impor-
tant cause for leniency applications. More specifically, casual intuition suggests
that the observed delays may be driven by exogenous shocks tothe environment,
which is precisely the setting we consider. Our results indicate that such an expla-
nation will crucially rely on discreteness in time or state,which should therefore
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Figure 1: Delays in EC Leniency Applications (Cartel Collapse until First Appli-
cation) from 1996–2008 (78 Obs.). Data:Gärtner and Zhou(2012).

be carefully explained rather than assumedad hoc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:Section 2reviews the related lit-

erature.Section 3lays out the basic static model of leniency application.Section 4
embeds this model into adynamicsetting, in which both time and the state evolve
in discrete steps. We isolate the key preemptive motive and discuss sufficient con-
ditions for this to completely unravel.Section 5picks up on the insight that these
sufficient conditions are not least driven byhow finelythe discrete grid is chosen,
by considering the (hypothetical) limit case ofcontinuoustime and state. We show
that for a wide class of models, including but not limited toSection 4’s model, this
limit entails immediate reporting.Section 6discusses implications, limitations and
extensions, and draws some tentative policy conclusions.Section 7concludes.

2 Related Literature

This paper adds to a rapidly developing strand of literaturewhich looks at the me-
chanics by which leniency programs affect incentives to collude and to self report
(seeSpagnolo, 2008, for an excellent survey).2 This strand has produced many in-
teresting insights by considering various different facets, depending (among other
things) on whether collusion is still ongoing at the time self reporting is considered
(which can produce perverse effects in terms of stabilizingcollusion), whether
self-reporting is an on- or off-equilibrium phenomenon, whether the model in-
cludes investigations as a necessary precursor to prosecution, whether firms have
(jointly) committed only one or numerous offenses, and, if offenses were commit-

2More recent additions includeHarrington(2013), Marshall et al.(2013), Lefouili and Roux
(2012), Chen and Rey(2012), andChoi and Gerlach(2009).
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ted on multiple markets, whether leniency programs providespecial treatment for
multiple offenders (and multiple self-reporters).

We pick up a very basic strategic issue which, in some flavor, is found in vir-
tually all of these models. As nicely described bySpagnolo(2004), the basic idea
behind leniency programs is to create a strategic situationwhich brings wrong-
doers as close as possible to a Prisoners’ Dilemma in terms ofinducing them to
self report. This basic idea faces a caveat, though: While itis usually clear that
firms want to self-report if others do, the optimal action if othersdon’t will depend
on factors such as the level of fine reduction, the perceived risk of being caught
independently, and other opportunity costs of reporting (if, for instance, report-
ing causes collusion to break down). Ultimately, this can lead to a multiplicity in
equilibria which is difficult to interpret.

As pointed out already byHarrington(2013), the literature to date has largely
sidestepped this issue by focussing on cases in which reporting is optimal also in
the latter case—not least bysuggestingpolicies which achieve precisely this ef-
fect by means of generous fine reductions or even rewards for firms which self
report (cf.Spagnolo, 2004; Aubert et al., 2006). In contrast, we know far less
about situations in which fine reductions are not so high as tomake self report-
ing a clear dominant choice. Technically, the resulting complementarities in best
responses lead to multiple Nash-equilibrium predictions.Intuitively, these com-
plementarities give rise to a situation of ‘strategic risk’(Spagnolo, 2004), in that
firms’ actions are mainly driven bybeliefsabout how others behave. A better un-
derstanding of this strategic risk is desirable not least because it is a key aspect
which distinguishes the leniency-application problem from the traditional litera-
ture on public law enforcement withsingleoffenders (see the seminal contribution
by Becker, 1968, and the more recent survey inPolinsky and Shavell, 2000).

Of the few papers that portray such strategic worry,Harrington(2013) devel-
ops a model in which firms hold private information on the chance of being caught.
He shows that this private information—particularly, the uncertainty aboutother
group members’ information—can give firms an extra push to apply for leniency.
Marshall et al.(2013) follow a similar approach in the context of multi-product col-
lusion. Relatedly,Spagnolo(2004) previously usedSelten and Harsanyi’s (1988)
concept of ‘risk dominance’ to select among multiple equilibria, which can be
motivated by a similar story (seeCarlsson and van Damme, 1993).

This paper, in contrast, describes a strategic worry which is not driven by asym-
metric information, but by (symmetric) uncertainty about the future: Firms worry
about the chance that the environment moves into a state in which the other will
report, which gives them a reason to preempt. This argument links aspects which
have been touched upon elsewhere: Not least, although not a main result,Motta
and Polo’s (2003) seminal paper actually points out that leniency reductions need
not always be so strong as to make reporting altogether dominant, but it can suffice
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for this to be the case onlyconditional on firms already being under investigation:
In a setting in which the environment evolves in a Markovian fashion over three
possible states (the initial state, investigation, and prosecution) and where pros-
ecution must be preceded by a previous investigation, this can lead to a one-step
preemption incentive in which firms report even before beinginvestigated, because
they fear that the other will report once theyare under investigation.3 This paper
can be seen as embellishing on this theme by ‘adding finer steps’ to this argument,
and by showing how the argument can iteratively unravel across steps.

This iterative unraveling argument itself is related to an effect pointed out by
Motchenkova(2004), who models collusion and leniency application as an opti-
mal stopping problem in which firms weigh the continuation value of colluding
against the risk of a fine which increases deterministicallywith the cartel’s dura-
tion. There, the fact that firmsknowthat the impending fine will eventually grow
so large as to make reporting dominant can unravel so as to make firms report
right at the outset, when the fine risked by collusion is stillvery small. Our anal-
ysis derives a related unraveling argument, but in an environment which is not
deterministic, and in which there is no clear (upward) trendin the environment’s
evolution—reporting is notcertainto become the dominant choice at any point in
the future.

Our specific model setup is very similar toHarrington(2008), who also con-
siders a dynamic setting in which the probability of detection varies stochastically
over time. The crucial difference is that the latter assumesthis stochastic process
to be without memory, i.e. detection probabilities are independent over time. In
contrast, persistence in the process is a key ingredient to the preemptive effect
which we describe. And, as noted inHarrington(2008), persistence seems natural
when allowing for shorter periods, as we do.

The flavor of the argument which this persistence allows us todevelop in a
dynamicsetting, in turn, is very reminiscent of arguments in the global-games lit-
erature (Carlsson and van Damme, 1993; Morris and Shin, 1998) on staticgames
of private information, where the mere possibility of an extreme signal which trig-
gers a dominant action unravels to predict actions over the full spectrum of (more
likely) signals. In both cases, the driving force for the unraveling is a complemen-
tarity in payoffs: The more prone the other firm is to report (the lower the critical
signal or state), the more attractive it is for me to report (so I lower my critical
level), and vice versa.4

3This can happen inMotta and Polo’s model when the chance of investigation is sufficiently
high (see the first item in Proposition 1).

4 One noteworthy difference is that, in our context, the argument isone-sided, as not reporting is
never a dominant strategy. Moreover, more recent papers in the global games literature (Angeletos
et al., 2007, for instance) have challenged the stability of the uniqueness argument ifdynamicsare
introduced into the game. This stands in contrast to our setting, where dynamics are crucial to the
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Finally, the general point that embedding a stage game with multiple equilibria
into a stochastic dynamic setting can resolve multiplicityhas previously been made
by Frankel and Pauzner(2000) in the context of a labor-market model (see also
Burdzy et al., 2001), and byMason and Weeds(2010) in the context of a real-
options investment game. In spite of the very different contexts, their models share
structural similarities with our continuous case.5

3 The Static Whistleblowing Game

We begin with a description of a static version of the basic leniency-application
game, which we later extend into a dynamic version. It is identical to the baseline
model inHarrington(2013), but a similar structure is found in literally any (more
elaborate) model of leniency programs.

The game is played between two firms. To focus ideas, we consider a situation
in which these two firms have already committed an offense, but this offense has
not yet been detected or brought to trial. If the offense is detected and firms are
prosecuted, the (full) fine imposed on each firm isF > 0. Firms simultaneously
choose to report the offense to authorities (‘blow the whistle’ b) or remain silent
(‘don’t blow’ 6 b).6 If neither firm reports, firms are independently caught by au-
thorities with probabilityρ ∈ [0,1], in which case each firm pays the full fineF.
If only onefirm blows the whistle, it pays a reduced fineθF , θ < 1, whereas the
other pays the full fineF. Finally, if bothfirms blow the whistle, each pays a re-
duced fineθ̂F, θ̂ ∈ (θ ,1).7 Normalizing the full fine toF = 1 (and assuming firms
to be risk neutral), the symmetric normal-form game is that shown inFigure 2.

For ρ > θ , 6 b is strictly dominated, so the unique equilibrium has both firms
blow the whistle. Forρ 6 θ in turn, there are multiple equilibria: The two pure-
strategy equilibria(b,b) and ( 6 b, 6 b), and a mixed-strategy equilibrium in which
firms each blow the whistle with probability(θ −ρ)/(1−ρ +θ − θ̂).

This simple model has various shortcomings.First, predictions are unique
only for ρ > θ . In this case, the model predicts whistleblowing because the fine

results.
5Apart from the difference in context and remaining technical dissimilarities (for instance, in

Frankel and Pauzner, 2000, either action becomes dominant for certain states, much like in the
global-games literature) issues, a key feature of our analysis is that we analyze both the discrete
and continuous case, and it is precisely the combination of the two which yields the most useful
insights in our setting.

6We use the terms ‘(self-) reporting,’ ‘applying for leniency’ and ‘whistleblowing’ interchange-
ably, as our model will not distinguish leniency applications by legal entities from applications by
private individuals.

7In the context of US leniency programs (where only one singlefirm can receive leniency),
for instance,Harrington(2013) lets θ̂ = (1+ θ̂)/2, thereby implicitly assuming that if both apply,
firms receive full lenience or none with equal probability.
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Figure 2: The Static Whistleblowing Game.

reduction is so high (relative to the chance of being caught)that blowing the whis-
tle becomes optimalindependently of what the other does. Thus, the prediction is
unique only in cases where strategic considerations actually play no role.8

Second, when strategic considerationsdo play a role (forρ < θ ), predictions
are rather weak, in that they include both the case of neitherblowing the whistle
and both blowing the whistle.9

Finally, in the latter case, predictions heavily rely on the coordination of beliefs
implicit in the concept of Nash equilibrium: Firms prefer toblow the whistle if the
other does, and prefer not to if the other doesn’t. Owing to the nature of Nash
equilibrium (specifically, its assumption that beliefs about the other’s actions be
correct), this complementarity in best responses translates into a multiplicity of
equilibria, and which equilibrium obtains in turn is solelydriven bybeliefs—the
formation of which is beyond the model.

The last point in particular suggests that the model may missout on an im-
portant intuitive aspect of leniency programs: That I become enticed to blow the
whistle because I am nervous about the other blowing the whistle.10 The next
section will show how such a story can be told in the context ofa dynamically
evolving environment.

8Formally, most leniency programs in fact award full leniency to solitary whistleblowers, im-
plying ρ = 0, which would indeed make this the relevant case—and thereby predict the immediate
dissolution of all cartels. Bear in mind, though, that blowing the whistle may entail various costs
which are outside of the model, and which effectively increaseθF : Legal costs, uncertainty about
whether submitted evidence will suffice, and not least more implicit costs in terms of dimmer
prospects for colluding in the future (due to stricter surveillance by authorities, or due to a loss of
reputation as a reliable colluder).

9SeeSpagnolo(2004) for a discussion on various possible refinements for equilibrium selection
in this context, such as Pareto- or risk-dominance.

10Strictly speaking, the mixed-strategy equilibrium can be interpreted as containing such a fea-
ture. However, that equilibrium involves the usual counterintuitive comparative statics, because
whistleblowing in this equilibrium is driven by the aim of keeping theother indifferent, so that
whistleblowing becoming more attractive leads both firms toblow the whistle withlowerprobabil-
ity. In particular, the probability of reportingdecreasesin the extent of leniency awarded to first-in
solitary whistleblowers.
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Before we proceed to that extension, it is worth observing that the basic strate-
gic issue captured by the above game extends to all sort of elaborations: more than
two firms, that collusion is still ongoing at the time the decision is taken (in which
case blowing the whistle entails the added opportunity costof foregoing collusion
in the future), that the industry is already under investigation (which will raiseρ),
that firms collude in multiple markets, or that blowing the whistle entails a direct
cost (of assembling documents and evidence) or a risk (that this evidence may not
suffice).

4 Preemptive Unraveling in Discrete Time:
A Random-Walk Example

This section extendsSection 3’s static baseline model by two aspects: (i) That,
so long as no one blew the whistle previously, firms can alwaysreconsider, and
(ii) that parameters of the environment may change over time. For specificity, like
Harrington(2008, 2013), we focus on the detection probabilityρ as the relevant
parameter. We first lay out a (discrete) model with these features, and then discuss
how the interplay between the two can create incentives for preemptive whistle-
blowing which are not present in the static model.

4.1 Model Setup

We let firms play the above game over discrete periodst = 0,1,2, . . ., where firms
discount the future exponentially at rateδ ∈ (0,1). In every period, firms simul-
taneously decide whether or not to blow the whistle (we now refer to the latter
as ‘waiting,’ at times). As soon as a firm blows the whistle, the game ends, with
payoffs as above: A firm which didn’t blow the whistle paysF, a firm which did
paysθF if it did so alone, and̂θF if whistleblowing was joint.

As long as no firm blows the whistle, they run the risk of independent detection
by antitrust authorities, which entails a fine ofF for both firms. We allow this risk
to vary over time: In any periodt, the probability of detection isρt ∈ [0,1].

In any periodt, firms mutually know the current risk of detectionρt (andρt ’s
past trajectory), but face symmetric uncertainty about itsfuture development.11

We let the stochastic evolution ofρt be described by a transformation of a simple
symmetric random walk:ρt = f (Xt), wheref :Z→ [0,1] is a nondecreasing func-
tion, and whereXt denotes a simple symmetric random walk over the integersZ,
which starts at zero, which can only increase or decrease by one from each period

11The important feature is not that firms literallycorrectlyassess all probabilitiesρt to date, but
that they share thesameassessment of the present and the uncertain future.
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Figure 3: Random-Walk Evolution ofρt over the Grid{ρk}k∈Z.

to the next, and does so with equal probability. The transformation by f makes
sure thatρt ∈ [0,1] for all t.

The stochastic evolution ofρt can equivalently be understood as a simple
(Markovian) random walk over an infinite countable gridR= {ρk}k∈Z ⊂ [0,1]
with ρk 6 ρk+1 for all k, and where

Pr
(

ρt+1 = ρk′ |ρt = ρk)=

{

1/2, for k′ ∈ {k−1,k+1},

0, otherwise

for any initialρ0 ∈ R (see the illustration inFigure 3).12

As outlined above, such a random walk can be motivated by the idea that the
end of each period brings news regarding the independent discovery rateρ , where
this news can be either good or bad (from firms’ point of view).13

We let firms play Markovian, possibly mixed strategies. Firmi’s strategy is
thus represented by a mappingσi : R→ ∆{b, 6 b}, which describes the probability
that the firm blows the whistle given any current stateρt ∈ R. The restriction
to Markovian strategies involves no loss of generality given that the stochastic
process forρt is Markovian, and given that there is no scope for conditioning
current behavior on past actions: In anyt, firms only face a choice of blowing the
whistle or not for a unique history of previous actions, which is that both played6 b
in all previous periods.

12Being infinite but contained in[0,1], the grid obviously cannot be equispaced.
13A few details about the processρt are worth noting.First, when interpreting candidate paths

for ρt , bear in mind thatρt represents the hazard of being detectedconditional on not having
been detected by t. Thus, a plausible response forρt to a single piece of (bad) news coming in
might in fact be thatρt rises in the short run, but drops again in the long run, indicating that
authorities have failed to prosecute based on the new piece of evidence. Contrary to the above
motivation, we may thus in fact expectρt to fall in response to no news. This is little more than
a matter of framing, though.Second, we assume the underlying random walkXt to be driftless.
We relax this assumption in our continuous case below. For the moment, observe that discounting
introduces a sort of ‘downward drift’ as far as payoffs are concerned, not least in the sense that
the discount factor can be interpreted as incorporating theprobability that the game ends without
prosecution (authorities drop the case for sure).Finally, an important property of this process is
that the probability ofρt staying the same from one period to the next is zero. We discuss the role
of this assumption further below.
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4.2 The Incentive to Preempt: A Lower Bound

This section’s key argument for preemption evolves around the following question
(illustrated inFigure 4): Suppose we are currently in stateρt = ρk, and that Iknow
that the other player is sure to blow the whistle in the futureas soon as the state
hits the next notchρk+1. What are my incentives then to preemptively blow the
whistle in the current state already?

To assess this, for any current periodt and stateρt = ρk, we let

γ(τ)≡ Pr
(

ρt+τ = ρk+1 andρt+1,ρt+2, . . . ,ρt+τ−1 < ρk+1
∣

∣ρt = ρk
)

denote the probability that, starting fromρt = ρk in t, ρt will have ‘moved up to the
next notch’τ periods from now (but not before). This probability is independent
of t and k by ρt ’s Markov properties. Moreover, it simply corresponds to the
probability that the underlying simple symmetric random walk Xt, starting at zero
in X0 = 0, will first hit Xt = 1 by any future periodt. As illustrated inFigure 4, this
can obviously only happen in odd periods, soγ(τ) = 0 for evenτ. The process will
be a notch up afteroneperiod with probabilityγ(1) = 1/2. The process will be one
notch up afterthreeperiods with probabilityγ(3) = 1/8, as there is one path by
which this can happen (‘down, up, up’), out of 23 = 8 possible paths. Eventually,
elementary combinatorics yields:

Lemma 4.1. The probabilitiesγ(τ), τ ∈ {1,2,3, . . .}, are given by

γ(τ) =











(−1)(τ−1)/2

(

1/2

(τ +1)/2

)

, τ odd,

0, τ even.

(1)

Figure 5’s panel (a) illustrates these probabilities, and the rate at which they
decline in (odd)τ. Building on this, we next let
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Figure 5: First-Passage Probabilitiesγ(τ) and their Discounted SumΓ(δ ) ≡
∑∞

τ=1 δ τγ(τ).

Γ(δ )≡
∞

∑
τ=1

δ τ γ(τ) (2)

compound thediscountedprobability thatρt will (first) be up one notch any time
in the future. This sum, which has no convenient algebraic form, is plotted in
panel (b) ofFigure 5. It approaches zero forδ → 0 for obvious reasons. At the
other extreme, it approaches 1 forδ → 1 because a random walk issureto pass 1
eventually, i.e. at some point in the future (this in fact holds foranyfinite number).

With this notation in place, we can formulate this section’skey preemption
argument:

Proposition 4.2. If Γ(δ ) > θ/θ̂ , then any equilibrium in which some firm j∈
{1,2} blows the whistle for sure in some stateρk ∈ R must have firm i6= j blowing
the whistle for sure in stateρk−1.

See theAppendixfor a proof. The key rationale for this results lies in consid-
ering a hypothetical situation in which (i) we are in stateρk−1, (ii) both firms blow
the whistleonly in stateρk (symmetric ‘cutoff-strategies,’ essentially), and (iii)we
ignore the fact that firms may be caught independently (i.e.,no fine without a re-
port). Firms’ discounted expected payoff is then−∑∞

τ=1 δ τγ(τ)θ̂F = −Γ(δ )θ̂F,
which represents the sole risk of running into stateρ i some time in the future, and
then paying the fine−θ̂F from joint reporting. This situation will be inferior to
immediately blowing the whistle (alone) whenever−θF > −Γ(δ )θ̂F, which is
equivalent to the condition required inProposition 4.2.

The next step is to establish that this hypothetical situation in fact puts a lower
bound on how attractive it is for firms to blow the whistle at the outset. This is
indeed the tedious part of the formal proof, but the intuition is as follows: Incorpo-
rating the probability of independent detectionρt serves only to lower the expected
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payoff from waiting (i.e., from not blowing the whistle immediately). Likewise,
raising firm j ’s propensity to blow the whistle will only make it more attractive for
firm i to blow the whistle immediately. Finally, it is an immediateconsequence of
the game’s structure that if it is not optimal for a firm to blowthe whistle in state
ρk−1 (and given that the other doesn’t blow in this or any lower state), then it is
also not optimal in any of the states below.

Thus,Γ(δ ) > θ/θ̂ is sufficient to ensure that whistleblowing in any stateρk

will prompt preemptive whistleblowing already in stateρk−1. This condition in
turn is satisfied forδ high enough (recall thatΓ(δ ) increases inδ from 0 to 1,
whereasθ/θ̂ ∈ (0,1)), or θ/θ̂ low enough—which (inversely) represents the rel-
ative benefits in fine reduction from blowing the whistle alone rather than together
(or, more figuratively speaking, of being the first to knock atthe enforcer’s door).
Both fuel incentives for preemption in an obvious way.

4.3 Preemption Unravels

The condition inProposition 4.2bounds preemptive incentivesfrom belowin a
useful way: Because it ignores the risk of independent detection ρt , it is altogether
independent of the current state of the environment. As such, if the preemptive
motive kicks in, it kicks in acrossall states. Indeed, straightforward iteration of
Proposition 4.2yields:

Corollary 4.3. If Γ(δ )> θ/θ̂ , then the only equilibrium in which some firm blows
the whistle for sure insomestateρk ∈R is that in which both firms blow the whistle
for sure inall states.14

That the required condition derives by ignoring the risk of independent detec-
tion also implies, though, that the argument thus far is completely detached from
any real fundamentals: Rather than the probability of detection, the state may just
as well represent meaningless correlating devices such as outside temperature, or
even calendar time—the implication being thatif the unraveling condition is met,
the equilibrium must satisfyCorollary 4.3.15

All but one of these remaining equilibria disappear, however, if, as in our case,
the state variabledoeshave a real impact, and if it can reach a state in which blow-
ing the whistle becomes adominantstrategy. Formally, lettingvi(ρ |σi ,σ j) de-
note playeri’s continuation payoff in any subgame beginning in stateρ ∈ R given
(Markovian) strategiesσi ,σ j , we say that whistleblowing is a strictly dominant

14Note that, allowing for mixed-strategy equilibria,Proposition 4.2leaves not just equilibria in
which both firms always or never blow the whistle, but also equilibria in which they mix—but with
a strictly positive probability ofnot blowing the whistle inall states.

15Of course especially the latter does not follow a random walk. After appropriate recalculation
of Γ(δ ), though, a very similar (and in fact stronger) unraveling argument applies.
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strategy in stateρ if vi(ρ |σb
i ,σ j)> vi(ρ |σb

i ,σ j) for all σ j , all σb
i with σb

i (ρ) = b,
and allσi with σi(ρ) 6= b. The whistle will then be blown for sure in such a state,
which in turn triggers preemptive whistleblowing inall states by simple iteration
of Corollary 4.3:

Corollary 4.4. Suppose thatΓ(δ ) > θ/θ̂ , and that the grid R= {ρk}k∈Z con-
tains aρk for which blowing the whistle is a dominant strategy. Then the unique
equilibrium has firms blow the whistle inall states.

We refrain from explicitly characterizing the level ofρ above which whistle-
blowing becomes dominant.16 Suffice to say that (i) the second requirement in
Corollary 4.4is clearly met if the gridR contains aρk > θ (where whistleblow-
ing is obviously dominant), (ii) more generally, using the argument in theproof
of Proposition 4.2, the set of states for which whistleblowing is dominant can be
identified as those in which a firm finds it optimal to blow the whistle given that
the other never does(in any state), and (iii) the resulting set is of an obvious cutoff
type (containing only high enough states inR).

On a final more technical note,Corollary 4.4can be strengthened in terms of
equilibrium concept. For expositional reasons, we have focussed our discussion on
Nash equilibria, but the proof ofProposition 4.2actually establishes that, whenever
firm k blows the whistle for sure in stateρk, it is strictly dominantfor firm j 6= i
to blow in stateρk−1. Thus, Corollary 4.4can be strengthened in that, under
the stated precondition, not only is ‘always blowing the whistle’ the only Nash
equilibrium, but it is in fact the only strategy profile whichsurvives theiterated
elimination of strictly dominated strategies.

4.4 Discussion

A noteworthy feature aboutCorollary 4.4is that the unraveling argument does not
require a veryimmediatethreat of being independently caught: The state in which
whistleblowing becomes dominant may be very distant (as represented by a situ-
ation in which the initial state is far lower)—the preemptive unraveling argument
can nonetheless completely unfold from there into the present, potentially very
‘safe’ state.17 This is reminiscent of arguments in the literature onglobal games,
where the mere possibility (no matter how faint) of an extreme signal can trigger
a similar cascade across the full range of possible signals (cf. Carlsson and van
Damme, 1993; Morris and Shin, 1998).

16An explicit characterization is neither simple nor instructive due to the fact that it involves
expectations of a (transformed) random walk conditional onrandom walk not having crossed a
certain level yet.

17The threat is anything but faint, though, in one respect: even if it may take very long, a random
walk issureto hit any leveleventually. Discounting counters this feature to some extent. This issue
can be further defused by introducing a (downward) drift, aswe do in the continuous setting below.
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Figure 6: Set of(δ ,θ) for which Γ(δ )> θ/θ̂ , given thatθ̂ = (1+θ)/2.

What matters instead is thatΓ(δ ) > θ/θ̂—that firms view the threat of the
state ‘moving up a notch’ as sufficiently immediate relativeto the losses incurred
from blowing the whistle together with the other firm rather than alone.

As in the static model (seeFootnote 8), any leniency policy withθ = 0 and
θ̂ > 0 (full amnesty to solitary whistleblowers but incomplete amnesty to joint
whistleblowers) will do the trick. If firms are sufficiently worried about the future,
though, a less costly policy ofincompleteamnesty may be just as effective. In this
sense, and in contrast to much of the previous literature, the model at hand shifts
the focus away fromabsolutelevels of leniency reduction towards the importance
of therelativebenefit from blowing the whistle alone rather than together.

Note in this respect, though, that while the model may suggest settingθ̂ close
to one (almost no leniency reduction whenever there is more than one applicant)
and θ just a bit belowθ̂Γ(δ ), this may be problematic on legal grounds. In-
deed, a common modeling approach (cf.Harrington, 2013) posits that simultane-
ous applicants face an equal chance of being considered firstor second, and hence
θ̂ = (1+θ)/2. The set of(δ ,θ) which satisfyΓ(δ ) > θ/θ̂ under this additional
assumption are shown inFigure 6. Sinceθ/θ̂ still increases inθ under this con-
straint (even if at a rate lower than one), stronger leniency(lower θ ) will still
decrease the criticalδ above which unraveling takes place. As leniency becomes
full (θ → 0), the criticalδ again approaches zero.18

Finally, whether unraveling takes place or not will crucially depend on how
finely we choose the grid of the discrete model, in the following sense: Suppose we
reduce the length of periods, raiseδ accordingly, and similarly make the grid for
ρt finer (so as to make sure that the stochastic process retains asimilar variability
over time). If we proceed to make the grid sufficiently fine in this manner, then
the condition for unraveling will eventually hold. This is troublesome for two
interrelated reasons: First, there is no clear natural rationale for how small intervals

18Extending the model ton> 2 firms (and, consequently, lettinĝθ = (1+θ )/n) will obviously
strengthen this preemption effect, so the two-firm case gives a lower bound.
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in time and state should be, and this may even reflect policy choices (such as if
authorities consider applications which drop in withinx days of each other ‘joint’).
Second, we would not want predictions to depend crucially onanarbitrary choice
of grid.

The next section picks up on this point by considering the case of continuous
time and state. Not only does this represent the natural limit case of the above
argument of ‘making the grid finer’—the continuous-time setting is also much
more amenable to more general processes forρt . In particular, it allows us to
conveniently consider processes which, unlike the random walk considered above,
arelessthan certain toeventuallyhit a region in which whistleblowing is dominant.

Before proceeding to the continuous case, let us still put into perspective two
issues in the discrete case. First, what if the conditionΓ(δ ) > θ/θ̂ is violated?
In this case, the described effect can still lower the threshold ρ above which firms
necessarily blow the whistle well below the level above which it is dominant, but
the argument need not unravel all the way to the lowest possible ρ on the grid.
Second, what about other processes forρt? For instance, we might want to con-
sider processes by whichρt can jump more than a notch (or stay constant) from
one period to the next, or in which there is a downward drift inthat ρt is more
likely to fall than to rise? Formally, this will result in different (and less conve-
niently derivable) probabilitiesγ(τ) andΓ(δ ), but leave the remaining argument
and results unchanged. In terms of applicability of these results, however, we
can no longer be sure that limδ→1Γ(δ ) = 1, and, consequently, that there exists
a θ/θ̂ < 1 such that complete unraveling takes place. Again, this motivates the
following continuous analysis, where such generalizations are easier to handle.

5 Continuous Time and State: A Limit Result

We assume in this section that the game described above is played in continuous
time t ∈ [0,∞), where both firms discount the future exponentially at rater > 0.
At any t, the risk of independent detection by antitrust authorities is now captured
by an instantaneoushazard rateρt ∈ [0,∞), so that the probability of having been
independently detected by anyt (the ‘failure probability’) is 1−e−

∫ t
0 ρtdτ .

We letρt be governed by a transformed random walkρt = f (Xt), whereXt is
Brownian motion, andf is a smooth and strictly increasing mapping fromR into
[0,∞). This is a natural continuous-limit extension of the discrete-time process
considered in the previous section (and, by the functional central limit theorem, of
a much wider class of discrete processes). In contrast toSection 4, we now allow
for drift in Xt , so soXt =Wt +µt, whereWt is a standard Wiener process.Figure 7
illustrates this class of processes by plotting sample realizations for processes with
and without drift (all somewhat arbitrarily originating atρ0 = 0.2).
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(a) no drift (µ = 0), transformed byf (x) = Φ(x/4−0.84).
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(b) drift µ =−1/2, transformed byf (x) = Φ(x/2−0.84).

Figure 7: Sample Realizations of the Process forρt (4 Draws Each, Including 1%-
and 99%-Percentile Bands;Φ(·) denotes standard-normal cdf).

To avoid cumbersome technicalities, we followHarrington(2013) in restricting
firms to pure (and stationary) strategies of a cut-off type: Each firm i is assumed
to blow the whistle if and only if the stateρt exceeds a certain thresholdρ̂i .

Clearly, equilibria cannot be asymmetric: Sinceθ̂ < 1, given that one firm
blows the whistle in a certain state, it can never be optimal for the other firm not
to blow in that same state. All remaining non-degenerate cutoff equilibria, in turn,
can be ruled out by a preemption argument similar to that in the discrete case,
which yields:

Proposition 5.1. The only (cutoff-) equilibria are those in which both firms always
or never blow the whistle (i.e., in all states or in no states).

See theAppendix for a proof. Importantly, in contrast to the discrete-time
analogue inProposition 4.2, this result holds for anyθ/θ̂ < 1, and for any discount
rater > 0.

The intuition forProposition 5.1lies in a key property of Brownian motion:
That, albeit on a small scale, such a process is sufficiently ‘nervous’ even over
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very short time intervals. Specifically, a process startingat zero is certain to take
on strictly positive values within any (arbitrarily small)[0, t]. Therefore, for any
symmetric candidate cutoff-equilibrium with thresholdρ̂ , there exists a stateρ < ρ̂
(sufficiently close) such that the probability of the whistle being jointly blown in
the very near future is arbitrarily close to one. Forρ close enough to the thresh-
old ρ̂ , firms therefore have an incentive to preempt which parallels that in the
discrete case—only that it is now altogether independent offirms’ patience and
the magnitude ofθ/θ̂ .

Again as above, the mere possibility of reaching a stateρ in which whistle-
blowing is dominant is enough to eliminate the ‘never report’-equilibrium:

Corollary 5.2. If f (R) contains an interval ofρ over which whistleblowing is
dominant, then the only equilibrium has firms blow the whistle in all states.

This result provides a strong illustration of the potentialpower of leniency
programs in a dynamic environment: For anyθ/θ̂ < 1 and any level of firms’ pa-
tience, the mere possibility of reaching a state in which whistleblowing is dominant
is enough to make immediate whistleblowing the only equilibrium.19 Interpreting
the continuous case as a limit case ofSection 4’s discrete model, the message of
Corollary 5.2is that discreteness, particularly the size thereof, matters a lot, in that
the same holds for a sufficiently fine grid.

Moreover, the result inCorollary 5.2is more general because it represents a
continuous-time limit to a larger class of discrete models than just the example
of Section 4, not least by allowing for (downward) drift in the process. And it is
easy to see that the result in fact extends to an even broader class of processes than
transformed Brownian motion with drift: The key rationale is a local one which,
roughly speaking, requires that the probability ofρt increasing byρ +ε within the
next instantτ comes close to one for smallτ,ε. As such, the argument extends to
a broad class of processes which retain this random-walk property in a local sense,
such as: (i) the introduction of some kind of mean reversion,or (ii) the addition
of random occasional discrete jumps (see alsoFrankel and Pauzner, 2000, for a
discussion of extensions along these lines).

Relative toSection 4’s analysis, some technical caveats apply.First, the deriva-
tion of Corollary 5.2focussed on stationary, pure strategies of a cutoff type. While
stationarity and the cutoff-property are easily seen to be nonessential using the
same arguments as inSection 4, an explicit treatment of mixed strategies would
be technically cumbersome.20 Because our discrete analysisdid allow for mixed

19Again, this result is reminiscent of results in the global-games literature, where the uniqueness
argument is typically shown to hold when firms’ individual signals of the common parameter are
perturbed by anarbitrarily small amount.

20We would needtwo functions to describe generic mixed strategies: A cumulative distribution
function which describes the probability that the player has moved by a given timet, and an in-
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strategies, we can be sure though that mixed strategies might in the worst case
weaken our predictionin, but notaround the limit (i.e., for a discrete, but suffi-
ciently fine grid).Second, in contrast toCorollary 4.4, the unique Nash prediction
obtained inCorollary 5.2cannot be strengthened using iterated dominance argu-
ments. This comes from the fact that there generally exists no best response to the
other blowing above a certain levelρ̂ j : Given almost sure continuity of Brownian
motion, a firm would optimally want to choose its cutoff levelbelow, but arbitrar-
ily close.21 Again, this is a mere technical issue, though, if we view the continuous
case as a hypothetical limit case which approximates an arbitrarily fine grid.22

6 Discussion and Policy Implications

The analyses of the discrete and the continuous case offer complementary insights
on preemptive whistleblowing in an evolving environment: The former illustrates
key drivers for preemption when discreteness matters, whereas the latter provides
a telling illustration of the effect’s potential when this discreteness becomes suffi-
ciently immaterial. This section first discusses crucial limitations and extensions
to the two models, and the discusses insights and implied policy recommendations.

6.1 Limitations and Extensions

Particularly the continuous analysis above should certainly be taken with a grain
of salt. Not only does it predict immediate dissolution of all cartels, but continuity
also takes some assumptions to the extreme—such as that preempting the rival by
a literal split second leads to drastically different payoffs than being a split second
late. Moreover, by letting the state follow Brownian motion, the continuous case
relies on a strong ‘nervousness’ in the state: The probability thatno news comes
in the next instant iszero. This feature becomes more crucial for preemption and
unraveling the more strongly firms discount and the strongerthe downward drift.
These caveats in mind, the continuous case is perhaps indeedbest interpreted as

tensity function which measures the intensity of atoms in the interval[t, t + dt], where the latter
replicates discrete-time results which are lost in passingto the continuous-time limit (seeFuden-
berg and Tirole, 1985).

21A similar issue arises with homogenous Bertrand competition, where marginal-cost pricing
is the unique Nash equilibrium, but not obtainable by iterated elimination of dominated strategies
(Ståhl, 1972, discretizes the action space to obtain a unique prediction).

22Such ‘reverse conclusions’ require a bit of caution, as the continuous model represents the
limit to a larger class of models than that ofSection 4. There is little reason to believe, though,
that the corresponding changes to the latter model (adding drift, allowing the discrete process to
jump by more than one, etc.) will change these qualitative features (i.e., introduce mixed-strategy
equilibria or impede the iterated dominance argument).
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a hypothetical but instructive limit case which takes precisely these features to an
extreme.

A methodological caveat which concerns both the discrete and continuous case
is that the unraveling argument in both cases relies heavilyon backward induction
arguments. Indeed, the game shares structural similarities withRosenthal’s (1981)
centipede game, which raises the question: If players deviate by not blowing
the whistle at the outset, is it reasonable to assume that they return to subgame-
perfection in the ensuing subgame? While this is a valid worry, there is no obvious
candidate for an alternative equilibrium concept. Moreover, similarly strong as-
sumptions underlie also the iterated dominance arguments in global games.

A further limitation lies in the fact that, while we assumed firms to be uncertain
about the future, we assumed their assessment thereof to be completely symmetric.
And indeed, it is easy to imagine situations where firms’ assessment of the future
(and present) is asymmetrically tainted by private bits of information (or, relatedly,
by different judgement of public facts). In a static setting, Harrington(2013) finds
that such private information leads to a similar preemptivepush, and it seems likely
that the two effects complement each other in a dynamic setting. As a simple
example, consider a setting where, at each instantt, firm i observes notρt , but
Sit ≡ ρt + εi , where the unobservable idiosyncratic errorsε1,ε2 are drawn once
at the beginning of the game. This setting will involve intricate updating: As
time evolves, firms will update their beliefs onε1 andε2 by the fact that the other
has not yet blown the whistle and that firms have not yet been caught. However,
it is clear that there again exist signals for which whistleblowing is dominant.
Moreover, as signals move in perfect tender, the unravelingargument will again
unfold from there. In fact, we should expect the preemptive unraveling motive
to be even stronger: Uncertainty about how close the other isto his threshold
introduces the additional risk that the other blows the whistle alone (and I pay the
full fine)—much like in the global-games literature.

Finally, our analysis has focussed on one particular sourceof an uncertain fu-
ture, namely firms’ perceived chance of being caught independently. It seems clear
though that the key argument will extend to many other dimensions of the envi-
ronment, provided that this dimension has the potential to make whistleblowing
dominant. For instance, blowing the whistle might reduce a firm’s prospect of
future collusion (because of higher distrust from other industry members or due
to a more alert antitrust authority), which creates an opportunity cost of blowing
the whistle. By this channel, anything that affects the future value of collusion
(GDP, industry profitability, the interest rate, etc.) can trigger the same kind of
preemption.23 Moreover, such factors might reasonably evolve in a quite continu-
ous fashion—arguably even more so than firms’ perceived chance of being caught.

23This holdsa fortiori if collusion is still ongoing when firms decide whether to blow the whistle.
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6.2 Implications for Policy and Modeling

The above caveats notwithstanding, the analysis produces useful policy insights.
First, the discrete model shows thatθ/θ̂ , the ratio of fines granted to a solitary first-
comer and joint whistleblowers, respectively, plays a key role for whether leniency
programs can spark the preemptive ‘panic’ described by the unraveling argument.
Generally, this suggests being harsh on firms that fail to preempt fellow colluders.
In particular, using a slightly broader interpretation of the model, it proposes a
harsh treatment of firms whose leniency applicationpostdatesthe first application.
This illustrates an aspect by which leniency programs whichessentially preclude
fine reductions for latecomers (such as in the US, Israel, andBrazil) may be more
effective than programs in which awarding latecomers is notonly permitted (such
as in the EU), but where this option is frequently exercised.24

In contrast to both to the literature on single offenders (the literature follow-
ing Becker, 1968) and much of the literature on leniency programs (cf.Spagnolo,
2004; Aubert et al., 2006), the model also illustrates that beingrelatively lenient
on solitary firstcomers (θ/θ̂ in our model) may be more important than theabso-
lute level of leniencyθ . In particular, our models show that it is possible to bust
cartels at much lower cost than by settingθ < ρ (the static requirement): At the
continuous-time limit, settinĝθ close to one andθ just an epsilon below will do
the trick.

A bit less obviously, the model’s key mechanism relies on firms being eligible
for leniency also for high levels ofρ : Whistleblowing being dominant when firms
are likely to get caught is a necessary starting point for thepreemption argument
to unravel also into calmer states. This resonates with policy recommendations
in Motta and Polo(2003) andChen and Rey(2012), who suggest that leniency
should be accessible also to firms that are already under investigation by authorities
(corresponding to a higherρ in our model).25

Further insights for policy come from the result that the discreteness of the
grid is a decisive driver, as illustrated by the continuous limit case. In broad terms,
this suggests that policy should do whatever it can to removeobstacles to conti-
nuity. As far as discreteness intime is concerned, this adds another angle to the
above theme of discriminating harshly between first- and latecomers, in terms of
differentiating not just with regard to fine levels, but alsowith regard to time: An
effective policy should award firms for being evenjust a bitearly, and be harsh on

24Needless to say, there are aspects which are outside of the current model which may reinvoke
a rationale for awarding late whistleblowers, such as if thelatter delivers additional information
which significantly reduces the costs of prosecution.

25On a related note, to the extent that our literal model considers the problem of self reporting
a completed rather than an ongoing crime, policy should impose a time limit neither on firms’
liability nor on their access to leniency, as this may similarly jeopardize the (possibly quite distant)
anchor for the unraveling argument.
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those who are even just a bit late.26

As far as discreteness in thestate is concerned, the model somewhat more
vaguely suggests that policy should do whatever it can to letfirms’ perceived as-
sessment of the environment evolve in many small as opposed to few big steps—
firms should essentially expect an update ‘any minute.’ Morespecifically, insofar
as information dispersed by authorities themselves will influences firms’ assessed
risk of being caught, this suggests that authorities might want to be rather commu-
nicative in terms of spreading any new information in small pieces rather than in
accumulated chunks.27

Finally, besides policy advice, the analysis also conveys useful modeling ad-
vice regarding models of leniency programs in a discrete stochastic environment
(and discrete preemption games, more generally). It shows that how finely the
discrete grid is chosen can be anything but irrelevant. Arguments which may go
through in a two-state model (such as: firms only blow the whistle in the high state,
which might explain the type of delays found inGärtner and Zhou, 2012) may well
collapse as soon as we introduce an intermediate third state. A meaningful analysis
should thus carefully choose and explain these discontinuities rather than assume
themad hoc, as the results may well be driven by precisely these discontinuities.

In conclusion, perhaps the following thought experiment nicely brings out our
analysis’ basic punchline: Suppose that antitrust authoritieshad the means to con-
vict any offenders if they only put sufficient (possibly veryhigh, but finite) cost
and effort into it (by collecting all sorts of data and evidence, forming large ex-
pert teams, etc.).28 Then an effective (and arbitrarily cheap) leniency policy could
proceed as follows: For any industry, construct a public indicator which follows a
random walk. As soon as this indicator hits a certain predefined level, investigate
the industry with all possible rigor (so that, if therewasan offense it is found with
probability one). By the above analysis, the trigger levelsfor the indicators could
be chosen arbitrarily high, meaning a rigorous investigation is very unlikely to ever
occur—but the unraveling effect would kick in. Thus, with very low discounted
and expected costs of investigation (coming from the arbitrarily unlikely event of

26This is also related to a point made inMotchenkova(2004), by which leniency programs
should be ‘confidential’ in that authorities should hold back on publicly announcing leniency
applicants, so as to keep fellow offenders from immediatelyfollowing suit. In Motchenkova’s
continuous-time model, ‘non-confidential’ leniency programs give firms the option ofinstan-
taneouslyresponding to whistleblowing by the rival, thus qualifyingfor joint leniency. Our
continuous-time analysis abstracts from this possibility, which seems natural given our interpre-
tation thereof as a limit to the discrete case.

27A wholesome argument along these lines would of course need to explicitly model the informa-
tional asymmetries which arise if authoritieswithhold information, and the ensuing repercussions
on firms’ beliefs.

28This might be justified along the lines ofAubert et al.’s (2006) Assumption 1, whereby collu-
sion always generates hard evidence which can be found by authorities.
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an investigation), authorities could achieve an extreme effect.

7 Conclusion

This paper has presented an analysis of corporate leniency application in the con-
text of a dynamically evolving environment. We have shown how firms’ symmetric
uncertainty about the environment’s future evolution can trigger strategic incen-
tives for preemption. At the extreme, these incentives can unravel to the point
where firms blow the whistle long before the state of the environment itself gives
them any real reason to do so. We feel that this aspect captures an important aspect
of the distrust and strategic uncertainty which leniency programs are thought to
create. As such, it also leads to clear advice regarding policy and optimal design
of leniency programs, by suggesting that a strong discrimination between first-
and latecomers may be more crucial than offering high fine reductions in absolute
terms, and by suggesting that authorities might be better off spreading information
on its investigation efforts in small bits rather than in lumps.

As regards directions for further research, a key insight ofour analysis is that,
in an evolving world, discontinuities in time and state are essentially the only ob-
stacle to a maximally effective leniency policy which elicits immediate self report-
ing at arbitrarily low cost. We have loosely discussed some examples of factors
which might affect the magnitude of discontinuities, such as how authorities dif-
ferentiate applications that are made at different but veryclose points in time. But
given their very crucial role, it should be worth further andmore rigorously inves-
tigating candidate reasons for discontinuities and how policy might address them.

Concerning discontinuities in the state (or, more precisely, firms’ assessment
thereof), it should further be interesting to explicitly endogenize authorities’ in-
formation policy. Our preliminary insights suggest that a rather ‘talkative’ policy
might be better in terms of eliminating discontinuities, but how this peters out in
a full-fledged model remains to be seen—specifically if we explicitly allow for
private information not only on authorities’ behalf, but ifwe also allow authorities
to spread asymmetric, and possibly even misleading, information among firms.
Eventually, such an approach should be able to refine our somewhat crude prelim-
inary insights on how antitrust authorities might optimally disseminate their infor-
mation among potential colluders so as to create a maximal degree of distrust, and
thereby preemptive whistleblowing.
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Appendix A. Proofs

Proof ofProposition 4.2. For any pair of (Markovian) strategiesσ = (σ1,σ2) and
any stateρ ∈ R, let vi(ρ |σi,σ j) denote playeri’s expected continuation payoff in
any subgame beginning in stateρ .

We prove the result in a sequence of steps. The first step argues that ignoring
the possibility of independent detection only makes blowing the whistle less attrac-
tive. Formally, letΓ denote the original game, and letΓ◦ denote the altered game
in which we ignore independent detection (i.e., firms are caught with a probability
of zero rather thanρt). Then we have:

Lemma A.1. If in any stateρ ∈ R it is strictly dominant for firm i to blow the
whistle inΓ◦, then this must hold also inΓ.29

To see this, letv◦i (ρ |σi,σ j) denotei’s expected continuation payoff inΓ◦, and
observe that

v◦i (ρ |σi,σ j)> vi(ρ |σi,σ j), for all σi ,σ j (A.1)

and any stateρ ∈ R. This is because, being a convex combination of zero and
the three possible fines−F <−θ̂F <−θF , bothvi(ρ |σi ,σ j) andv◦i (ρ |σi,σ j) are
bounded from below byF. Hence, in any period, the continuation value fromnot
being caught cannot be lower than the payoff from being caught, which implies
that lowering the latter to zero in any period can only increase payoffs.

Now in both gamesΓ andΓ◦, a strategy of whistleblowing in the concurrent
state will yield the same payoff:v◦i (ρ |σi,σ j) = vi(ρ |σi,σ j) = −[σ j(ρ)θ̂ +(1−
σ j(ρ))θ ]F for σi(ρ) = b. Combined with (A.1), this establishesCorollary A.1:
For any two strategiesσi ,σb

i with σb
i (ρ) = b, v◦i (ρ |σb

i ,σ j) > v◦i (ρ |σi,σ j), ∀σ j ,
implies vi(ρ |σb

i ,σ j) > vi(ρ |σi,σ j) ∀σ j . Note thatCorollary A.1 allows us to
establishProposition 4.2by showing that, under the stated conditions, blowing the
whistle is strictly dominant in stateρk−1 of the altered gameΓ◦.

While strict dominance requires us to establish optimalityagainst essentially
arbitrary strategies of the other player (the only restriction being that the propo-
sition assumes the other player to blow atρk), we argue next that it suffices to
show optimality against one particular strategy. To this end, for any playeri, let Σk

denote the set of strategiesσi for which σi(ρk) = b (the player blows the whistle
in stateρk), and letσ̂k ∈ Σk denote the strategy for whichσi(ρk′) =6 b for all k′ 6= k
(the whistle is not blown in any other states). Then the next step can be formulated
as follows:

29Precisely speaking, ‘blowing the whistle in stateρ ’ describes theset of strategiesσi with
σi(ρ) = b (and any possible action in other statesρ ′ 6= ρ). As such, ‘blowing the whistle being
strictly dominant’ means that any strategy in this set strictly dominates any strategy in the set’s
complement, or, equivalently, that any strategy without certain whistleblowing in stateρ is strictly
dominated. These technicalities notwithstanding, the former formulation seems more accessible.
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Lemma A.2. In the gameΓ◦, if it is strictly optimal for player i to blow the whistle
in stateρk−1 given that the other player playsσ j = σ̂k, then this is also strictly
optimal given any other strategyσ j ∈ Σk for j.

To see this, observe first that for any stateρk′ ∈ R,we have

v◦i (ρ
k′ |σi , σ̂k)> v◦i (ρ

k′ |σi,σ j), for anyσi and allσ j ∈ Σk, (A.2)

i.e. given that the other playerj blows the whistle atρk, assuming that he doesn’t
blow the whistle in any other states can only increasei’s payoff. This follows
simply because playerj blowing the whistle in any period unanimously lowersi’s
payoff from−θF to −θ̂F if i blows the whistle as well, and from 0 to−F if i
doesn’t.

Now playeri’s benefit from blowing vs. not blowing the whistle inρk−1 given
σ j = σ̂k (and any continuation strategyσi for playeri) is

−θF −δ
[

1
2v◦i (ρ

k|σi , σ̂k)+ 1
2v◦i (ρ

k−2|σi , σ̂k)
]

. (A.3)

In contrast,i’s benefit from blowing vs. not blowing given any other strategy σ j is

σ j(ρk−1)(1−θ̂)F+(1−σ j (ρk−1))
[

−θF−δ
[1

2v◦i (ρ
k|σi,σ j)+

1
2v◦i (ρ

k−2|σi ,σ j)
]

]

> (1−σ j(ρk−1))
[

−θF −δ
[

1
2v◦i (ρk|σi , σ̂k)+ 1

2v◦i (ρk−2|σi , σ̂k)
]

]

, (A.4)

where the inequality uses the fact that the first term in the left-hand side is positive
(recallθ̂ < 1), and bounds the second term from below using(A.2). Hence, if(A.3)
is positive, then so is the left-hand side of(A.4), which establishesLemma A.2.
By Lemma A.2, we can establishProposition 4.2by establishing optimality of
whistleblowing for playeri in stateρk−1 of Γ◦ giventhat the other playerj only
blows the whistle inρk.

The next step in our argument is the following:

Lemma A.3. Consider the gameΓ◦, and assume that player j playsσ j = σ̂k. If
it is not optimal for i to blow the whistle in stateρk−1, then it must be optimal for
him to playσi = σ̂k.

To see this, notice first that the former strategy yields−θF , so that it can only
be improved upon by a strategyσi for whichv◦i (ρk−1|σi , σ̂k)>−θF . Notice next
that in the subgame beginning atρk, j blowing the whistle for sure in this state im-
plies thati’s optimal strategy will be to do the same, soσi(ρk) = b, which implies
v◦i (ρk|σi , σ̂k) =−θ̂F . Sinceθ < θ̂ , we thus havev◦i (ρk−1|σi , σ̂k)> v◦i (ρk|σi, σ̂k)
for any strategy which beats blowing the whistle inρk−1.

Next, we use the following iterative argument: Fix any strategiesσi andσ j ∈
Σk, and suppress them to ease notation. Then, ifσi maximizes playeri’s payoff
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in Γ̂, then for any statek′ such thatσi(ρk′) =6 b andv◦i (ρk′) > v◦i (ρk′+1), we must
havev◦i (ρk′−1) > v◦i (ρk′) andσi(ρk′−1) =6 b. To see this, notice thatσi(ρk′) =6 b
implies that the payoff in stateρk is given by

v◦i (ρ
k′) = δ

[

1
2v◦i (ρ

k′−1)+ 1
2v◦i (ρ

k′+1)
]

,

which, sinceδ < 1, can be rearranged to give

v◦i (ρ
k′−1)> v◦i (ρ

k′)+
[

v◦i (ρ
k′)−v◦i (ρ

k′+1)
]

.

Hence,v◦i (ρk′) > v◦i (ρk′+1) andσi(ρk′) =6 b imply thatv◦i (ρk′−1) > v◦i (ρk′). But
σi(ρk′) =6 b being optimal fori implies v◦i (ρk′) > −θF , and hencev◦i (ρk′−1) >
−θF , so that it must be optimal fori not to blow the whistle also in statek′−
1 (i.e., σi(ρk′−1) =6 b). Taken together, we thus have: For any optimal strategy
with σi(ρk′) =6 b andv◦i (ρk′) > v◦i (ρk′+1), we must havev◦i (ρk′−1) > v◦i (ρk′) and
σi(ρk′−1) =6 b.

This argument can now be iterated downward beginning atk′ = k−1: There,
we already know thatif the strategy is optimal and hasσi(ρk−1)=6 b, thenv◦i (ρk−1)>
v◦i (ρk), which implies by the above result that the strategy must haveσi(ρk−2)= 6 b
andv◦i (ρk−2) > v◦i (ρk−1), so that the same argument can be made atk′ = k−2,
and so forth. We thus find that the only strategy which can yield playeri a higher
payoff than blowing the whistle straightaway inρk−1 is σk, which establishes
Lemma A.3.

Taken together,Lemma A.1throughLemma A.3imply that in stateρk−1 of
the original game, given that playerj blows the whistle atρk, it can only be
optimal for i not to blow the whistle ifv◦i (ρk−1|σ̂k, σ̂k) > −θF . But because
v◦i (ρk−1|σ̂k, σ̂k) =−∑∞

τ=1 δ τγ(τ)θ̂F =−Γ(δ )θ̂F, this is equivalent to the condi-
tion stated in the proposition.

Proof ofProposition 5.1. It is useful to introduce the following notation: For any
pathρt with starting pointρ0 = ρ and anyρ̂ , let τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)≡ inft>0{ρt > ρ̂} denote
the instantt where the path first passesρ̂ . Let v̂(ρt |ρ̂) denote each firm’s contin-
uation payoff given that the current state isρt , and given that firms each blow the
whistle at anyt if and only if ρt > ρ̂ . Now, as in the discrete case, we obtain an
upper bound on ˆv(ρt |ρ̂) by ignoring the risk of independent detection, as this only
leads toearlier fine payments (of at least the same magnitude). Thus,

v̂(ρ |ρ̂)6−θ̂F
∫ ∞

0
e−rt dPr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t), for ρ < ρ̂ , (A.5)

wheredPr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t) is simply the instantaneous probability thatρt crosseŝρ
at any instantt, in which case a fine of−θ̂F results.
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Now at anyρ < ρ̂ , instead of adhering to the prescribed action ofnot blowing
the whistle, a firm can instead blow, which yields an instantaneous payoff of−θF
and ends the game, instead of receiving the continuation payoff v̂(ρ |ρ̂). Combined
with (A.5), a necessary condition for equilibrium is therefore that

∫ ∞

0
e−rt dPr(τρt (ρ̂ |ρ)6 t)6 θ

/

θ̂ , for all ρ < ρ̂ . (A.6)

Now the left-hand side of(A.6) can be further bounded from below as follows: Fix
any t̃ > 0. Then

∫ ∞

0
e−rt dPr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t)>

∫ t̃

0
e−rt dPr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t)

> e−rt̃
∫ t̃

0
dPr(τρt (ρ̂ |ρ)6 t) = e−rt̃ Pr(τρt (ρ̂ |ρ)6 t̃),

where the first inequality follows because the integrand is strictly positive, and the
second becausee−rt is strictly decreasing int (soe−rt > e−rt̃ for all t < t̃). Thus, a
necessary condition for(A.6) is

Pr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t̃)6 ert̃θ
/

θ̂ , for all ρ < ρ̂ andt̃ > 0. (A.7)

Notice that the right-hand side approachesθ/θ̂ < 1 for t̃ → 0. Thus, for anyε > 0,
we can find ãt such that the right-hand side of(A.7) falls strictly short of 1− ε.
For anyε > 0, there must therefore exist at̃ such that

Pr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t̃)6 1− ε, for all ρ < ρ̂ . (A.8)

But this contradicts basic properties of Brownian motion, as described by the fol-
lowing auxiliary result:

Lemma A.4. For anyt̃ > 0 andε > 0, there existsρ < ρ̂ such thatPr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6
t̃)> 1− ε.

To see this, recall thatρt = f (Xt), whereXt = Wt + µt is Brownian motion
with drift µ, and f (·) is a smooth and strictly increasing function. Thus, letting
τXt(a)≡ inft>0{Xt > a} denote the time at which the processXt (starting at 0) first
crossesa> 0, we have

Pr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ)6 t̃) = Pr(τXt( f−1(ρ̂)− f−1(ρ))6 t̃).

By standard properties of Brownian motion with drift, the probability of first pass-
ing anya> 0 by t̃ > 0 is given by

Pr(τXt(a)6 t̃) = 1−Φ
(

a−µt√
t

)

+e2µaΦ
(−a−µt√

t

)

,
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whereΦ(·) denotes the cdf of the standard normal distribution. For anyt̃ > 0,
this probability continuously approaches 1 asaց 0. Thus, for anỹt > 0, we can
find ana > 0 such that Pr(τXt (a) 6 t̃) > 1− ε. But then choosingρ such that
f−1(ρ) = f−1(ρ̂)− a will satisfy both Pr(τρt(ρ̂ |ρ) 6 t̃) > 1− ε andρ < ρ̂ , as
required byLemma A.4.
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